Urs Fischer

Urs Fischer provides an overview of the
Swiss artists heterogeneous oeuvre and
features many of his best-known works.
Designed and conceived by Fischer, the
book is arranged thematically rather than
chronologically, with clusters of works that
allow the reader to observe how Fischer
has explored disparate formal strategies to
engage
with
his
multifarious
interests--which
include
gravity,
architecture, shadows, representation,
destruction, entropy and time--and revisit
favorite motifs, such as furniture, fruit,
animals, skeletons and other surrogates for
his cardinal subject, the human body, over
the past decade and a half. Produced for his
retrospective exhibition at the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles, this
hefty volume includes essays by Jessica
Morgan and Ulrich Lehmann that unpack
the dominant thematics in Fischers work
and examine the significance of the
materials and production techniques in his
sculptural practice.

Spread across MOCA Grand Avenue and The Geffen Contemporary at MOCA, the first survey in the United States of
the Swiss-born artist Urs Fischer weaves at gagosians midtown gallery on new yorks fifth avenue, swiss artist urs
fischer has installed a silver sculpture of a life-size rhinoceros. The sign over the door to artist Urs Fischers studio in
Red Hook, Brooklyn, reads: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A PLAN FOR YOUR LIFE, SOMEONEFind the latest shows,
biography, and artworks for sale by Urs Fischer. When featuring him in their 2006 Biennial, the Whitney Museum
described Urs FischersAgent: FPA Fairplay Agency Avg. term as coach : 1,59 Years. Preferred formation : 4-2-3-1. Urs
Fischer. FC Basel 1893. Without Club Last position: Manager Urs Fischer - Sotatsu showing at Gagosian Madison
Avenue, New York. Opening reception: Tuesday, May 15, 68pm Art is openit can go onTo celebrate the first
anniversary of Garages move to its permanent home, Urs Fischer has developed Small Axe, an exhibition that responds
to the building and - 4 min - Uploaded by MOCAFor YES, 2013, artist Urs Fischer invited one thousand five hundred
Southern California In late 2007, Swiss-born artist Urs Fischer took a jackhammer to Gavin Browns pristine white West
Village floors. A gallerist has got to have a lot of faith in anUrs Fischer at Gagosian. Urs Fischers large-scale
installations and sculptures posit genres traditionally evoked in paintingportraits, landscapes, nudes, and Im here talking
with URS FISCHER, the author of the portrait. Urs Fischers studio in Brooklyn resembles the forge of the god Vulcan
whereI have just finished a long interview with Urs Fischer in his huge studio in Brooklyn, not far from the bridge that I
am now crossing. Today the sky is very blue, as it Swiss artist Urs Fischer created a sculpture of Katy Perry to coincide
with her new release, Witness. You can alter the sculpture yourself. - 1 min - Uploaded by Parkett ArtIn this short video
excerpt Urs Fischer talks about some aspects of his art. To preview the urs fischer harnesses the qualities of materials
on the brink of falling apart or in the process of decay to conceive sculptures in a bewildering With its enormous
raindrops, lounging clay carrots and crumbling nudes whose bits purposefully fall off, Fischers new show Melodrama is
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